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On behalf of all Americans, please accept my thanks for taking up the complex
and contentious task of articulating possible future plans for space development.

Why space?
After the nation’s second worst economic failure in over a century, the taxpaying
public is reexamining priorities. None of your recommendations will receive the
support that it requires if the value proposition of space remains as it is: unclear.
Cold War motivations are gone and younger generations are otherwise excited.
What compelling reason could possibly make the extraordinarily high price of
space travel politically and economically viable?
Rather than the resource-poor moon, or too distant Mars, our national civil space
agency should focus on asteroid mineral resources—specifically the platinum
group metals. The terrestrial sources of these vital metals are in rapid decline.
Our national civil space agency should demonstrate that asteroid metals mining
is technologically feasible and economically compelling. National investments in
technological frontiers have produced huge economic returns: the Panama Canal,
the intercontinental railroad, the interstate highway system. The nation should
now invest in the development of new sources of industrially critical metals.
Profitable asteroid mining would bring necessary industrial resources to the
nation—and new tax revenue. This income could be used to develop ever more
productive space technologies, that could lead to a growing stream of valuable
extraterrestrial resources that would benefit the nation and the world. In these
efforts, on-site humans could productively compliment industrial robots.
If space can be shown to offer real value, the public—and their political
representatives—will support it. Solve real problems; get real support.
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Cold War hangover
The Cold War, which gripped the country in terrible fear, is over. In 1957, one month
after Sputnik, Air Force Chief of Staff Thomas Dresser White declared that “for the first
time since 1814, the U.S. homeland was in mortal danger.”1 This fear persuaded the
president, congress, and the nation to pay a terrific price for a victory in space.
When Kennedy set the nation on a course to the moon, the United States had suffered a
series of space defeats: The U.S. was not the first to orbit a satellite, was not the first to
orbit an animal, was not the first to orbit a human, and was not the first to send probes
by and to the moon. The nation was clearly behind,2 felt threatened,3 and believed that
winning a race to the moon was worth a very high price.
By taking the lead in this symbolic contest4 for “prestige,”5 the U.S. showed the world,
and its people, that it could apply scientific knowledge, manage complex technology,
and coordinate large engineering teams to solve problems of unprecedented scope.
But Cold War rivals are now actively working to reduce nuclear arsenals.6 The nation’s
concerns have shifted from mutually assured destruction to problems that are far more
complex and intertwined: achieving stable economic growth along with environmental
sustainability. So what are we doing in space today? What will attract new generations?
How about securing access to new sources of essential minerals and renewable energy?

Generational priorities
Whether you get your economic news from The Economist,7 the Congressional Budget
Office,8 or the International Monetary Fund,9 the future looks challenging indeed. The
economic drag of the financial crisis, which has precipitated double-digit unemployment
in several sectors of the real economy, pales in comparison to the strain that the nation
will face over the next few decades as its population ages and retires.
Baby Boomers, who have historically been willing to fork over the bucks for Buck Rogers,
may soon put their retirement benefits first.10 Younger taxpayers are less inclined to pay
for “been there done that” goals, like “putting a man on the moon.” Americans as a whole
are increasingly less likely to identify space exploration as the greatest accomplishment
of the nation, and “just 5% of Gen Y—whose oldest members were born nearly a decade
after Neil Armstrong became the first man to step on the moon—cite space as the nation’s
greatest achievement.”11
In 2006, “over two-thirds (68%) [of 18-25 year olds] described themselves as ‘Neutral’ or
‘Not interested’ in human missions to the Moon.... With regard to human missions
to Mars, fully 80% were either ‘Neutral’ or ‘Not interested’.”12 Generation X and
Generation Y are all but absent from NASA’s ranks.13 A 2008 NASA study is blunt: “As a
whole, people of Generation Y are not interested in space exploration. This is a FACT.”14
Drenched in gigabytes of high-definition space-opera video, today’s youth find NASA less
inspiring than the software companies that enable video virtual realties.15 They realize
that computing and communications firms offer real technological frontiers.16 Today’s
undergraduates are more concerned about the environment than with space.17
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When asked to prioritize space development spending, today’s net-literate public feels
that our civil space programs should (1) Study climate change; (2) Stimulate commerce;
(3) Drive science and engineering development; and (4) Enable space colonization.18
Only one of these involves human space flight; it is their last priority, not the first.
For years, NASA has bemoaned the loss of public support and tried various marketing
ploys to convince taxpayers that their programs are worthwhile. These efforts have failed,
because the core value proposition is lacking. Rather than trying to force preconceived
notions onto the public, our nation’s civil space agency needs to listen.
Two Twitter polls are instructive.19 Both asked the same question. One poll offered only
NASA approved responses. The other added two “non official” responses. The question:
“What NASA project would you most like to see accomplished?” In the first poll, building
a colony on the moon, or Mars, take the lead (29% and 27%). But the second poll showed
that the two non-NASA-approved options are more strongly favored: (1) “Provide and/or
purchase basic in-space infrastructure to enable private sector development of space”
(33%); and, somewhat hyperbolically, (2) “Figure out how [NASA] can obsolete itself by
creating a spacefaring society where everyone is capable of being their own NASA” (32%).
Today’s netizens want space, but they want it on their own terms, not NASA’s.

What if — ?
What if our next 10 year, $100 billion, space program aimed to deliver more than the four
“traditional”20 benefits: (1) to explore and “boldly go”; (2) to earn international prestige
and improve national security; (3) to support the careers of American engineers; and (4)
to inspire the next generation of engineers and scientists to excel in their studies. What
if our next large space program could also deliver $20 to $30 billion worth of platinum
group metals (PGMs), the plausible content of a single 500 meter asteroid?21
The platinum group metals are increasingly in short supply, and are necessary for today’s
automotive catalytic converters and for tomorrow’s clean running hydrogen fuel cells.22
What if, following that space program, which would teach us a great deal about how to
effectively mine asteroids23—the richest sources of high-value metals in the solar system
—a second, five-year, $50 billion, space program managed to break even, and return
$50 billion worth of critically important industrial minerals to Earth?
What if, in addition to running yet another space program, the nation’s civil space agency
launched an entirely new ecosystem of self sustaining, space-based industries, with “out
of this world” potential for growth? Once PGMs prime the pump, other asteroid resources
—including iron, nickel, semiconductors,24 and volatiles25 (for fuels)—could enable myriad
new industries, such as space-based solar power systems26 that could radically reduce
our reliance on fossil fuels and significantly alter the global climate change equation.
What if the nation’s civil space agency unleashed “the genius of private enterprise to secure
the United State’s leadership in space,” as presidential candidate, Barack Obama urged?27
This is the way to resolve the quandary of space development: Make space profitable.
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Romance v. responsibility
The critical question is how? What goals will hasten space profitability? Neither the
moon nor Mars offer the right stuff; only asteroids can get us from here to sustainability.
Space offers vast potential wealth. We need to tap that wealth (and then tax it), so that
space development can become truly sustainable. In order to do that, we need to unhinge
our antediluvian romance with the goddess in the moon (von Braun’s Frau im Mond28),
shift our attention from familiar, resource-poor celestial orbs, and focus on economically
meaningful activities in space. We need to develop profitable space-based industries.
With rising demands on federal spending—for social security, health care, new sources of
environmentally benign energy, and improved education—the United States must focus
its space dollars on those space resources that offer the highest possible return. To do
otherwise, in an increasingly resource challenged world, is politically irresponsible.

Structuring a space technology revolution29
Last century’s heroics in space were driven by an impractical, “romantic urge,” as von
Braun himself admitted, and not a plan to advance the nation’s wellbeing. The romantic
vision of “men on the moon” was quite compelling for young Werner, who fell in love with
that distant milky sphere. He received a telescope on his 13th birthday, and later that year
stumbled onto Herman Oberth’s Die Rakete zu den Planetenräumen30 (The Rocket into
Interplanetary Space [1923]). Oberth’s text (his rejected doctoral thesis) suggested that
von Braun’s love was technologically within reach. So inspired, the prepubescent Prussian
aristocrat resolved to go to the moon, regardless of the cost.31
By succeeding in his life’s dream of putting at least a few men on the moon, von Braun
demonstrated that three of Oberth’s startling propositions from 1923 were in fact true:
(1) “With the present state of science and technology it is possible to construct machines
that could climb higher than the Earth’s atmosphere”; (2) “With further development”
such machines could reach orbit or escape Earth’s gravity entirely; and (3) These
machines could carry humans, possibly without harmful side effects.32
Oberth’s fourth claim, however, remains as problematic today as was in 1923: (4)
“Under certain conditions, the construction of such machines could pay for itself.”
Orbiting machines can pay for themselves: satellites now offer communication, imaging,
and navigational services in billion dollar industries.33 Each satellite is profitable because
of its location, one of three fundamentally valuable space resources:34
▪ Location
▪ Energy
▪ Matter
The remaining two fundamental space resources—energy and matter—have yet to be
harnessed for profitable industrial development.
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The nation has a unique opportunity to increase the wealth of its citizens—and the
wealth of the world—by developing the two remaining fundamental space resources:
matter (metals and minerals) and energy (solar power).
Your Committee has a unique opportunity to articulate the robotic and human programs
that can bring these untapped resources to a point that profitable commercial enterprises
can finance further exploitation without ongoing governmental support. Investments such
as these will build broad foundations for a growing set of space-based industries that will
in turn generate new tax income streams for the nation, that could be utilized to enhance
future space development.
Through forward looking space development policies—similar to those recently adopted
for energy technology development (ARPA-E35)—the nation could use this new income to
promote the development of increasingly advanced space technologies, so that a
growing quantity of space resources can be made available to those living on Earth, and
to those who will one day make their living in space, away from the home planet.

From flagpoles to infrastructure
To retain its legitimate moorings in a democratic society, a national agency charged with
administering the immensity that we call “space,” must articulate the fundamental value
proposition of “this new ocean.” Otherwise it will lose the support of taxpaying citizens.
Lavish spending to plant flagpoles on otherwise unreachable celestial orbs for a few
Hollywood moments does not a sound value proposition make. Nor does it
significantly increase human knowledge.36
Peter Drucker often warned that, while identifying the right tasks can be quite difficult,
nothing wastes resources more effectively than brilliantly completing the wrong tasks.
If we want to ensure that future Americans are able to enjoy space flight that is “safe,
innovative, affordable, and sustainable,”37 popping people off planet as quickly as
possible, sending them to mythologically obvious targets, may be exactly the wrong task.
It is not that the dream of space—humans travelling to ever more distant destinations—
is an unworthy goal for our rambunctious species. Quite the contrary. Just as “nothing in
biology makes sense except in light of evolution,”38 nothing in our species’ recent cultural
and technological evolution makes sense except in light of future off-planet migrations.39
The real issue is strategy. “How,” as they like to say at Lockheed Martin.
Consider the Panama Canal.40 Nationally mobilized resources were required to bestow
upon future generations the multibillion dollar benefits of a water passageway between
the two oceans. At the time, the U.S. could have provisioned a “standing army”41 to drag
ships from coast to coast without digging a canal. But no matter how many ships such a
team might transport, no matter how proficient they might become, such an imaginary
army would never alter the underlying economic framework: A standing army would
always be required. Instead, the United States took a more strategic approach. It dug
the canal. This meant that no ships would pass until the canal was complete.42
Consider the transcontinental railroad or the interstate highway system. This is what
our government has done well, on several occasions: Build new infrastructure.
AbundantPlanet.org
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Positive feedback loops
If we want to identify the actions “needed to make human space flight activities most
productive and affordable over the long term,”43 we need to discover a strategy that will
precipitate an ecosystem of profitable space-based industries.
But where is Ariadne’s thread? What path will allow us to fulfill the vast promise space?
The conundrum of sustainable space development is a “system of systems” problem.44 It
is a complex economic45 problem. The principal is simple—profitability is the mark of a
commercial system that contains sufficient positive feedback loops—but the devilish details
of any real solution will necessarily encompass a vast meshwork of complexities, from
resource management to nonequilibrium thermodynamics,46 from systems engineering
to the sociopolitical evolution of large institutions.47
This is the key challenge: If we want to
achieve real sustainability, we must create
positive feedback loops.
Until we do, The Onion will carry the real
news: “NASA announces plan to launch
$700 million into space.... ‘Just another
step in our long-term goal to put $1 billion
on Mars.’”48 (Or is that $230 billion?49)

By law and by request: Profitability
For years, it has been clear that commercial development should be NASA’s top focus.
This is not only the conclusion of multiple official reports, including the 2004 Aldridge
Commission report,50 it is also the central tenet of a new generation of entrepreneurial
space firms, such as SpaceX, Scaled Composites, Virgin Galactic, and Spaceport America.
This group’s focus is made explicit in a 2009 white paper by The Commercial Spaceflight
Federation, a group of 15 “New Space” firms: “Enabling the development of commercial
spaceflight capabilities ... is the single most important action NASA can take.”51
NASA is in fact required by law to “seek and encourage, to the maximum extent possible,
the fullest commercial use of space.” (The National Aeronautics and Space Act of
1958, As Amended, Section 102 (c)).52 NASA is not currently operating in accordance
with its prime directive.53
Neither the Congressional Budget Office nor the Government Accountability Office
believe that the agency’s current institutional framework will allow it to meet its
“cost, schedule, and performance objectives.”54, 55
More important, there is no expectation that current programs will develop any of the
solar system’s valuable assets.
Real change is required if the nation’s civil space agency is to serve the pressing needs
of the nation.
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If NASA cannot evolve, and learn to actively support the commercial development of space
resources—“to the maximum extent possible”—as the law requires, and serve the interests
of emerging profit-making firms, the president must consider a well orchestrated “market
exit” for the agency, replacing it with a Space Resource Development Agency.
A threat of imposed market exit may be sufficient to prod the half-century old institution
into changing its ways. This threat must be real, however, as institutions often exhibit
substantial inertia.56 Real change may emerge only in the face of existential danger.
In either case—a new agency or a clear willingness to adopt a new direction—commercial
development must come to the fore. What then are the most valuable space resources
beyond Earth orbit that commercial development might be able to bring to market?

The moon is not made of gold57
After spending 50 years and hundreds of billions of dollars in necessary but technically
adolescent “exploration,” we are now well equipped to analyze solar system resources
and calculate their economic value, as opposed to their “prestige” value.
The moon is unattractive, not just because Apollo astronauts say that the “current Vision
[is] a glorified rehash of what we did 40 years ago,”58 and that “setting up a [moon] base
is absolutely ridiculous.”59 The moon is unattractive because it is mineralogically poor
and gravitationally problematic. Consisting of post-impact slag,60 with only a light
dusting of mineralogically rich asteroids, the moon is obviously not the best celestial
source of industrially useful metals.
Lunar gravity is strong enough to require the use of expensive and dangerous rockets for
every arrival and departure. Simultaneously, at only one-third Earth-normal gravity, the
moon may be unhealthy, perhaps debilitating, for sustained human habitation.61
Some have suggested that the moon can offer economically significant quantities of
helium-3, a possible fuel for fusion reactors. There is, however, no current demand for
this exotic isotope, which may be equally plentiful in asteroid regolith. Even optimistic
promoters of fusion energy technology continue to put its possible deployment billions
of dollars and decades in the future, even after billions and decades have already been
devoted to its attempted realization.62

Asteroids: Accessible wealth
Asteroids, on the other hand, offer rich deposits of metals that are currently in demand.
They generate only very small gravitational effects, so expensive, high-powered rockets
are not required. Asteroids also offer structural materials (e.g., iron, nickel, and silicon),
volatiles (which can be used for in-space propulsion), and semiconductors. These can be
used to build a wide range of evolving infrastructure, including, in the fullness of time,
spinning habitats that can precisely simulate biologically benign, Earth-normal gravity.63
Thanks to several Hollywood blockbusters, the potential dangers of an asteroid impact
are widely known.64 But the fact that asteroids contain high value minerals that
are critical for industrially development is less widely known.
AbundantPlanet.org
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This knowledge gap may be partially addressed next June, when the Hayabusa, a Japan
Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) spacecraft, is expected to return the first asteroid
samples to Earth.65 (The European Space Agency (ESA) is planning a similar mission.66)
Nearly 1,000 near-Earth asteroids have been identified that are easier to reach than the
moon (requiring a lower delta-V).67 Thousands more of these “very near-Earth asteroids”
(VNEAs) are expected to be identified in the next 10-20 years, as new sky-survey
telescopes (Pan-STARRS and the LSST68) register 500,000 NEAs.69
With the Hayabusa, JAXA has shown, at a cost of “about $170 million,”70 that asteroid
materials can be reached and returned to Earth. The number of potential targets is now
increasing exponentially. Fine, but is there demand for these materials? Yes, quite a bit.
We are being made increasingly aware that Earth’s resources are limited. Concern about
“peak oil” has become widespread: “A debate rages over the precise date of peak oil, [but]
this rather misses the point, when what matters—and matters greatly—is the vision of the
long remorseless decline that comes into sight on the other side of it,” as Colin Campbell,
founder of the Association for the Study of Peak Oil, points out.71
Yet oil is only one critical industrial resource that may be at or near peak. The U.S.
Geological Survey reports that the United States imports 100% of 18 minerals
that are essential for industry.72 In 2008, the National Academies identified the
platinum group metals (PGMs)—used in automotive catalytic converters and fuel cells—
as the “most critical” for current industrial development.73
“There is simply not enough platinum and rhodium going round on this planet to satisfy
the collective demand of automotive emission-control systems,” as Johannes Schwank,
professor of chemical engineering at the University of Michigan, explained in 2007.74
Some projections show terrestrial platinum reserves depleted within a few decades.75
More than 75% of the world’s platinum—and more than 85% of the rhodium—comes from
a single geological feature in South Africa, the “Bushveld Complex.”76 Nearly half of all
available platinum, and 84% of all rhodium, is used for automotive catalytic converters.77
Last year’s commodity bubble
drove prices to record highs
(platinum: over $2,000/oz;
rhodium: over $10,000/oz).
Prices crashed at the end 2008,
but are now rising again
as the economy recovers
(platinum: ~$1,200/oz;
rhodium: ~$1,400/oz).78
Other vital high-tech metals,
including gallium, indium, and
hafnium, are now being reported
as “potentially running short ...
within the next decade.”79
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A single asteroid can contain more than a year’s worth of current platinum
production—worth tens of billions of dollars—as well as other high-value
metals such as gallium, indium, and other rare earths, and literally tons
of iron and nickel.80
Critically, platinum shortages are already effecting U.S. energy policy decisions.
Hydrogen fuel cells are widely understood to “reduce greenhouse gas emissions faster
than any other [automotive] technology,” and yet funding for Department of Energy
hydrogen research programs was cut earlier this year, due to the relative unavailability—
“the high cost”—“of precious-metal [platinum group metal] catalysts.”81
A national civil space agency could—and should—build upon this demand for industrially
critical metals, and formulate an easy to understand motto that captures its core purpose:
“We bring essential resources from space to Earth.” Or, today, as the agency
develops and runs demonstration projects that show the technical feasibility of asteroid
mining: “We make it possible to bring essential resources from space to Earth.”

Space-based solar power
In the long term, space-based solar power (SBSP) systems in Earth orbit are likely to
have much greater economic and environmental significance than the PGMs.
Near term, SBSP could be used to help insure national security, by providing electricity
directly to globally deployed troops and for disaster relief.82 Eventually, SBSP could free
us from our dependence on fossil fuels; its potential is essentially limitless.83
The nation’s civil space agency should help the near-term growth of this nascent industry
by building and deploying demonstration units. It could help the long-term growth of
SBSP by developing asteroid mineral mining, refining, and transportation technologies
to deliver asteroid materials to Earth orbit. With high launch costs, it makes good
economic sense to bring asteroid minerals into Earth orbit so that they can be used to
build the next-generation of Earth-orbiting, satellite infrastructure: large scale SBSP.84
SBSP is also an attractive opportunity for international cooperative development.85

The enduring value of opposable thumbs
What should a national civil space agency do to help enable the profitable commercial
development of space energy and minerals, and thus benefit the nation and the world?
Building demonstration SBSP systems is one good use of federal resources. Drawing
asteroid mineral resources into the economy will be more challenging. Asteroid mining
will require travelling beyond low Earth orbit and new technology. Both efforts could
benefit from application of the opposable thumbs and adaptive brains of our favorite
species. What a great opportunity to demonstrate the value of human space flight!

Recommendations
The following lists identify two sets of recommendations, one for our national civil space
agency and one for the engagements of that agency to enable profitable asteroid mining.
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Recommendations: National civil space agency
A national civil space agency should serve the needs of the nation. To do this, it should
purchase commercial products and services whenever possible; applaud the success of
entrepreneurial space ventures;86 promote international commercial cooperation; and
harness competition and evolution to develop new technologies and agile processes.
To promote the development of space resources, the nation’s civil space agency should
work in cooperation with the USGS87 and the U.S. State Department.88 It should also:
1. Make safe access to space—space security—the agency’s operational priority.
“We can define ‘space security’ as the ability to place and operate assets
outside the Earth’s atmosphere without external interference, damage,
or destruction.... This is a fundamentally political task.... [The] most
useful framework for analyzing the past, present, and future of
these issues is not a traditional military-strategic one,
but instead the interdependent concept of
environmental security.”
—James Clay Moltz (2008)89
▪ Without safe access, all bets are off. Our civil space agency needs to engage all
participants—internationally and across all domestic agencies and departments
that work with space assets—to identify the most effective actions that will ensure
the nation’s long-term access to space. Specifically, the dangers of orbital debris90
and the weaponization of space,91 must be proactively counteracted.
2. Make profitable development of space resources the agency’s programmatic priority.
▪ Establish asteroid mining and SBSP as central to the agency’s mission.
▪ Design space science programs that specifically enable space commerce.
▪ Encourage other nations to make their own practice lunar visits, while inviting
them to work with the U.S. to develop real—that is valuable—space resources.
▪ Explain the logic of sustainable space development to the nation’s tax payers:
Only by establishing economically profitable activities can we achieve genuine
sustainability in space. Asteroid mining and solar power are the most promising
candidates for establishing commercial sustainability. Bases on the moon or on
Mars cannot be made economically sustainable with current technology; this may
change following the profitable development of accessible space resources.
3. Deploy human astronauts only when they can be shown to offer clear added value.
▪ Space is dangerous. Humans will always be at risk away from the home planet,
until we can build safe, reliable habitats.92 One of the benefits of developing an
aggressive, multi-launch, robotic effort to prospect and then mine asteroids is
that these programs will help move us up an unavoidably steep learning curve.
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Recommendations: Asteroid mining
To promote the profitable development of asteroid resources, the nation’s civil space
agency should carry out a multi-pronged effort, possibly including the following actions:
1. Fund the development and utilization of sky-survey telescopes.
▪ Support sky survey programs, such as Pan-STARRS and the LSST.93
2. Deploy 100+ robotic spacecrafts to survey the mineral content of 200 to 300+ NEAs.
▪ Purchase a hundred or more modular, relatively inexpensive ($20 million each)
spacecrafts, evolved from the prize winning, CubeSat-based Houyi,94 which was
designed to “tag and track” the potentially hazardous asteroid Apophis. Total
mission cost: $16 million. Deploy in waves; each spacecraft rendezvous with,
surveys, and flies on to one or two additional near-Earth asteroids (NEAs).
3. Run competitions to develop asteroid mineral extraction and processing technologies.
▪ Run competitions similar to the Lunar Regolith Excavation Challenge,95 and
award prize money for the most effective robots that can: (1) Withstand launch
to low Earth orbit; (2) Process a mass (100 kg) of simulated asteroid regolith
that contains platinum group metals in the form and proportions anticipated;
(3) Extract the valuable metals; and (4) Return them safely to Earth.
4. Deploy a half-dozen robotic miners to the most attractive near-Earth asteroids.
▪ Purchase a pair of scaled-up, demonstration robotic miners from each of the
top three qualifying winners of the asteroid regolith challenge, and deploy these
to the most attractive near-Earth asteroids, based on the survey results.
5. Purchase transportation for astronauts to low Earth orbit (LEO) and to NEAs.
▪ Send teams of astronauts to LEO during regolith processing competitions and
to asteroids during first demonstration mining efforts. Astronauts will monitor,
evaluate, diagnose, and repair robotic miners in orbit, and at the asteroids,96 to
support the eventual goal of autonomous robotic operations.97
6. Lead international negotiations to secure an asteroid property rights98 regime treaty.
▪ The 1967 Outer Space Treaty defined all celestial bodies as res communis;
they cannot be appropriated.99 Subsequent efforts to establish extraterrestrial
property rights have failed; an equitable and entrepreneurial treaty is needed.100
Interested parties might agree to a claim-registration process that allows claims
for small objects (≤ 10 km asteroids and comets), while postponing agreements
on larger object (planets and moons). Such a treaty could be based on restricted
serial claims: one claim is honored from one entity at a time; subsequent claims
being granted only after existing claims have been worked, the extracted minerals
brought to market, and all related scientific data published on the Web.
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A national civil space agency must be able to show how their efforts benefit the nation.
The clearest opportunity available is the economic development of space resources.
Commercial profitability is the key to establishing sustainable space development.
Whenever it is possible to show that humans will add real value to programs that develop
solar system resources—by extracting asteroid minerals or by building space-based solar
power systems—astronauts should certainly be included. Otherwise, we should not put
their lives at risk while we learn how to operate safely and effectively in the dangerous
vastness of space that, through careful planning, and luck, our children may one day
freely inhabit.
Thank you again for taking on this challenging and important work.
Sincerely yours,

William BC Crandall
President & Director

This letter: http://abundantplanet.org/letters

Abundant Planet is a public benefit, 501(c)3, California corporation. We promote
the development of asteroid resources and their profitable use in space and on Earth
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